GRADUATE CONCENTRATION DECLARATION FORM

Students may declare a concentration once they are registered for their first semester at Babson. Students may declare up to two concentrations, but can only double count up to three credits across the two concentrations. Concentrations are not degree requirements and students will not be able to delay their graduation based upon not fulfilling concentration requirements. Concentrations are not printed on diplomas. To declare a Global Management Concentration, please complete that alternate form.

To declare a concentration (excluding Global Management), complete the information below and submit the completed Graduate Concentration Declaration Form to Donna Dubrawski via email to ddubrawski@babson.edu or via fax to 781-239-5618. Electronic signatures are not accepted.

Name ____________________________________________________________

Program  O  Blended Learning  O  Evening  O  One-Year  O  Two-Year

Declare a Concentration

I am declaring a concentration in:

  O  Business Analytics (BANMBA)
  O  Finance (FINMBA)
  O  Life Sciences and Healthcare (LSHCON)
  O  Marketing (MKTMBA)

Drop a Concentration

I am dropping a concentration in:

  O  Business Analytics (BANMBA)
  O  Finance (FINMBA)
  O  Life Sciences and Healthcare (LSHCON)
  O  Marketing (MKTMBA)

DEADLINE TO DECLARE/DROP A CONCENTRATION:

May graduate = February 1
August graduate = June 1
December graduate = October 1

Signature ____________________________________________________________  Date ________________